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In July news, the annual kit auction held on July 13, was a�
success and brought in more money for our coffers.  This�
has become one of the more popular events on our yearly�
schedule.�

The wing fold build for the 2009 Nationals is moving along.�
There are still subjects to be claimed so check the list and�
see if anything strikes your fancy.�

President Dave Morrisette announced that due higher�
activity in the IPMS Reviewer corps, we will have fewer left�
over review items this year than previously for the annual�
raffle at the September club picnic. In light of this he�
proposed that the club buy a selection of kits and other�
items to flesh out the raffle prizes.  This proposal was�
approved overwhelmingly.   Mark your calendar for�
September 14 and be sure to attend the picnic.�

The scheduled July contest was postponed until November�
due to poor response (one entry).  The non theme contest�
was held as planned.  The results will be found on page 5.�

This is being written just after the close of the 2008�
Nationals.  Several Fame Cities members were winners at�
the Nats, although at time I do not have a complete list, but�
the Nationals will the prime subject at the August meeting.�

September (Picnic) Contest�

Build any kit which is a real piece of s--t, a�
genuine turd, but polish it up to a�
respectable model.  Extra points may be�
awarded for anyone who successfully�
completes a Mach 2 kit.�
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This is the newly tooled kit�
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     July Contest Results�

July’s scheduled contest, The First and the Last, sadly drew only one entry.  Sponsor�
Andy Miday and the E-board elected to reschedule the contest for the November�
meeting.  Let’s try to support the contest better in November.  The non theme contest�
was held, however.   Ed Kinney took First Place with his 1/48 scale Tamiya F-16C�
‘Artic Bandit’.  Second Place went to John Shimek for his 1/72 scale Dragon�
T34/85, and Third Place to Bob Ulrich’s 1/48 Hasegawa F-8E.   Congrats to the�
winners.�


